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In the 80's, Candidasa is a favorite area of foreign tourists, especially from 
Europe and America because of the completeness of beauty its owned, 
from the natural beauty of the mountains, the beach 

to the sea with a cluster of coral atolls that make up some of the small island
inhabited underwater with amazing panoramic view.
Like a cycle, Candidasa tourism is also experiencing hard times
(Scarcity of tourists) which caused the occupancy rate of hotels and bungalows 
are very low that the tourism economic turnover is slow. However, the name of 
Candidasa still quite fragrant  in the eyes of those who already fell in love with its beauty, and with 
the discovery of an endemic species of coral known as the Karang Jepun (Euphyllia baliensis) in the 
territorial waters of Candidasa, expected to restore its fame as one of the favorite tourist 
destinations in Bali.

Citizen Journalism program  in Candidasa, initiated by Conservation International Indonesia and Sloka 
Institute, a program intended to provide sufficient capacity for members of the public, especially 
young people and community leaders in raising a variety of information and stories in various forms 
of media, both print and electronic (social media). Which is expected to grow strong participation of 
the various elements of society in solving existing problems and future design Candidasa.

Hopefully "Kabar Candidasa"  may strenghten the bond between citizens in the era of information 
and will be managed independently by the community  along the village government and the 
government of Karangasem.

Regards,
I Made Iwan Dewantama
Bali MPA network Manager, CI Indonesia
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This time I will discuss about other area in
Bali that also very attractive and can compared

with other famous area in  Bali. 
The place that is located at the eastern tip of the 
island of Bali is already known mainly by 
domestic tourists for the past 1-2 years.

Bukit Asah, is the place where green lush hills 
plus the exotic expanse of blue sea into a 
landscape presented in Bukit Asah. Coupled with 
the black coral on the sea side magnified view of 
the sweet with beautiful cliffs with the cool 
breeze blowing, adding the pleasure and relax 
while hearing the roar of the ocean waves hitting 
the reef.

This tourist attraction  is in Bugbug village, 
Karangasem regency. The place location is quite 
hidden, from Bugbug village , Karangasem, from 
the highway to the area takes about 15 minutes. 
It takes quite a long time, but it paid off when 
we arrived at the Bukit Asah region.

Road Access to this place is not easy, for you 
guys using four-wheel vehicles, are required to 
continue the journey on foot around (10-20 
minutes) or ride motorcycles around 5 minutes 
that have been provided by local people, 
because the road can only be accessed by 
motorcycle or pedestrian. Also note if the hilly 
land is dry and dusty during

Bukit Asah

Bukit Asah charm is 
like a hidden paradise 
in East Bali island. 
Once we heard about 
it, we would 
immediately imagine 
the beauty of nature, 
the peculiarities of 
customs and cultural 
arts.

the dry season, and it is very slippery during wet 
season. Those riding on the motorbike to come 
to Bukit Asah are extremely need to be careful. 

From our experience, we have had asked the 
pecalang on the entrance in the guardhouse, 
they were charging entrance fees from visitors, 
they explained about various things related 
about Bukit Asah. Bukit Asah Bugbug managed by 
the Village People, grow to be beautiful view and 
become potential travelling scenery that's  quite 
promising. 
They also explain shortly about other information 
that is for those who like camping, it also 
provides facilities for camping, to enjoy Bukit 
Asah in the morning and see the sunrise.

Of all the benefits they are also explaining the 
problems that exist in the management of the 
travelling spot. The problem on the access road 
that is still not good, the promotion and 
information is still limited and the classic 
problem is rubbish.

On certain days, such as Siwalatri 
commemoration, visitors are booming to 
thousands of people come to visit Bukit Asah. 
predicted trash are strewn around the tourist 
areas. Visitor awareness is still low because they 
do not appreciate the preservation of nature.

Text and Photo by: I Putu Johny Mantara
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In one implementation of major religious 
ceremonies or Aci Usabha Sambah which 
conducted once a year, some uniqueness of the 
people who come to the temple to worship 
without wearing footwear (this practice has been 
used since long time ago).

The ceremony at Temple Puseh are in orders  
starting with Rejang God dance,  with small 
children (age about 7 years) as the dancer. This 
process take place some time by moving around 
and some areas have been determined by Kelian 
Pakraman Sengkidu I Nyoman Wage.

The unique sight for us to see is witnessing  
the existence of the keris dancers usually called 
Daratan/walen that chosen by lineage. They 
seemes to like a man possessed requesting a 
dagger to the pecalang and several people in 
charge of keeping the daratan safe. Keris used 
stab and sliced his hand (usually the arms and 
chest). 

The uniqueness of Keris 
Dancers of Sengkidu

Most of the Keris dancers I saw are men, very 
rarely for women Keris Dancer (women daratan 
do not use keris). They put their readitional 
outfit on such as kamben, saput poleng and 
topless.

Daratan attraction companied by sets of Gong  
in dynic to push the Keris dancer to be more 
active using their Keris. I wonder how they did 
not feel the pain from slicing and stabbing their 
bleeding arms.

Boys and girls from youth association starting to 
take parts on Pendet dance while carrying the 
offering on ther hands. After the whole 
process completed, the show continued with 
Tri Sandya and panca sembah cereony, adn not 
to forget sacred water and bija given by the 
village religious man.

I am very proud that the particular culture in  
Sengkidu village still well preserved and foreign 
tourists are very interested to see. 

by: I Made Ari Junantara

Source http://potretbali.blogspot.co.id/2011/12/tari-rejang-di-sengkidu.html

Youth Association dancing Pendet stogether and 
Keris dancer of (Daratan)  Sengkidu.  
Photo by I Made Ari Junantara
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Morning sun setting, we can feel the natural atmosphere of Candidasa Tourism Object that Sunday, 15 
November 2015

Candidasa's 
Future

Sunny morning in the east of Bali,  we can feel 
the natural atmosphere of lush region Candidasa 
Tourism Object that Sunday

Region Tourism Object Candidasa is located 65 
km to the East of Denpasar with the distance of 
about 2 hours drive.  .

Candidasa is far different nowadays, once on my 
childhood we can play on the beach with lush 
white beach that is now turned into a tourist 
attraction. The beach scenery much different 
this time, with the abrasion that occurs in this 
region. It happened as a result of long ago, 
upstream people mining the rocks for daily life 
income, and gone too far. The impact is now the 
coast exposed to abrasion.  

Tourism has developed since the 80s, the public 
area of Candidasa tourism a big part already 
turning his livelihood to tourism, especially 
working in Candidasa tourism being a driver, 
cook, waiter, and others.

According to research from the University of 
Udayana, Candidasa area visited by tourists 
because of the natural and cultural 
surroundings. And travelers now dropped 
dramatically as a result of traffic and the beach is 
not white anymore.

The central government in this case seeks to 
build offshore crib to cope with abrasion, it 
reduces the beauty of the beach area Candidasa.

IThis is the Candidasa area today. I Ketut Kardi a 
local merchant in the region said that Candidasa 
crowded traffic congested highways annoyed 
the guests who wish to walk since it takes a long 
time to cross. 

Especially when many trucks line up with 
material loaded, this problem needs to be 
addressed cross-sectoral with the respective 
relevant agencies as well as the policy holder in 
Karangasem Bali in particular and in general

Where do we want to take Candidasa future? 

By: I Wayan Suwendra Adi Putra
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The roots of trees that commonly called “ata” is 
not only woven into the plate, but also slippers 
and a purse. Raw materials are now purchased 
from outside Bali. There are two remaining ata 
craftsmen families in the village Sengkidu.  

Sengkidu village is in coastal area consisting of 
plains and hills. The village is located in 
Kecamatam Manggis, Karangasem, Bali 
Province, which is about 50 km from the city 
of Denpasar. Judging from its location Sengkidu 
Village area has potential as a tourist area. In the 
village there are two hotels with classification of 3 
and 4 star, in addition to this, there are villas, 
restaurants and home industries.  

Home industries in the village Sengkidu consist of  
various types, ranging from household industry in 
the fields of food, crafts, and cosmetics. One of 
the industry engaged in the craft was owned by 
Mr Ketut Randi. 

The ata slippers craft  is located in jalan Ratna No. 
7, Jl. Raya Sengkidu, District Manggis, 
Karangasem, Bali.  

Ata Slipper 
Desa 
Sengkidu 
original 
Handicraft

By: Yuliani

This effort he pioneered with his wife in 2000. 
Initially he was working in Denpasar on a slipper 
factory when he was 15.  Feeling that the income 
acquired from working in factories slipper does 
not make his life better, he decided to return to 
the village Sengkidu after wandering for 
approximately 9 years.

In 2000 Ketut Randi and his wife started a 
business making sandals from ata, trying 
provisions abilities they possess for working in a 
factory slippers in Denpasar. The initial capital 
that he had was Rp 1 million. He use the capital to 
buy a grinding machine, glue, sponge, sandal 
wood for the base, and its main ingredient is ata.

He had the courage to start a business of making 
sandals from ata because he sees the uniqueness 
of ata. Ata usually used only for making crafts 
such as towels, bags, trays, plates and bowl. But 
he is innovating to make slippers from ata.
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From the beginning he started 
his business and do all work 
themselves from purchasing 
raw materials, manufacturing, 
to marketing it.  

His business is growing, initially sandals ata 
he produces only marketed in the village of 
Tenganan, Pengringsingan. But now ata sandals 
made by Ketut Randi has been able to be 
marketed to artshop- artshop in Ubud. Due to the 
development of the business he has, there are 
some obstacles encountered. Such as the 
difficulty of buy the raw materials to manufacture 
the slippers. " Ata was available in Bali long ago 
but now we purchase them from outside Bali," 
said Randi. 

At the beginning of his business he bought only 
from Ata collectors in Bali but now he has to buy 
ata from outside the island in his village Bungaya.   

His very optimistic about the ata business will 
survive for sometimes because ata slippers he has 
made continuesly attracted tourists. Its proven 
with high market demand for ata homemade 
sandals. Within three days he can make 20 pairs 
of ata splippers

In those three days he was just stringing and was 
just semi-finished the materials, while the  
process of raw materials into semi-finished 
materials is done by his wife.
In addition besides sandals from ata Ketut Randi 
and his wife also made purses and handbags of 
ata. 

The home industry Ketut Randi has able to meet 
the needs of everyday family. He hopes there will 
be many more ata craftsmen  in Sengkidu, 
because so far he is the only ata slippers 
craftman , while the other crafteman did not 
make slippers.
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In Sengkidu, a coastal village you will see a 
lot wave breaker. The dike installed just 
about 100 meters from the waves to break 
the waves and currents from the ocean. 
But still the waves can still hit the hotels 
area.    

Coastal Sengkidu experiencing abrasion, a 
change in the form of beach or caused by ocean 
waves. Continues abrasion will cause damage to 
the environment, such as in the coastal areas of 
West to East coast Sengkidu.  

According to village community leaders  I 
Nengah Artana abrasion occurs in Sengkidu is 
because in the past days  coral reefs taken as a 
comodity . And was a livelihood around the 
60-70s. People initially picked up coral on the 
beach only. As time goes by the coral on the 
beach are gone and this lead  to more digging of 
coral at sea. Corals were sold for the daily life 
needs.  But they did not realize the edges begin 
to abrasion from west coast to east coast 
Sengkidu.  

Citizens who own land on the edge of the 
shore complain because most of the land is 
eroded by sea water. In the 80s the region   
became famous as a tourist area of Bali were  
many hotels build 

ABRASION 
IN

SENGKIDU  
VILLAGE

By: Ni Ketut Sukersi

The land on the edge of the shore are mostly 
sold to the hotels and they started to built 
buffers to protect the lands  it. Now most of the 
land is already  protected with the buffering 
system.  

The central government  also put attention to 
the current condition of the beach and built a 
wave braker functioning break the waves that 
smash the beach. Coastal communities who who 
used to be a fishermen and taking coral for 
livelihood are now turning to tourism workers.  

Altough the buffer asked by the village already 
built several times it still can not continue to 
hold back the waves.  The impact abrasion is 
affecting the village so much, for example fishing 
boats difficult to park, and residents difficult 
tohave public space to play around on the 
beach. Most children were happy to paly when 
the sea level subside.

The buffer (Crib)  in the beach of Sengkidu, 
Manggis, Karangasem, Bali
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Underwater natural beauty is the main 

attraction for tourists to enjoy the incredible 
panoramic gift from God, especially those located 
in the tourist area of Karangasem, Bali. Besides 
the beauty of the underwater Amed already 
famous around the world because of the beauty 
of coral reefs are very well preserved until today.

There are many underwater beauties lies under 
the white sand of the beach known as the Virgin 
Beach. Coral reefs are present and creates image 
of a special attraction of marine activities. In 
addition to its beauty, coral reefs also function 
as a abrasion buffer and food banks for the 
fishes.

White sand beach or Virgin beach, was once 
center of livelihoos for local people to earn a 
living by going to sea. There is a fishermen 
traditional residential village Bugbug and also 
the traditional village Perasi. Along with the 
tourism development, unnoticed white sand 
beach is slowly risen up and known as a 
beautiful in  karangasem. 

Coral reefs as 
underwater attraction

Natural scenery and white sands surrounded 
by the lush green mountain certainly a good 
deal completed with facinating underwater 
attraction. As the place begin its development, 
many  facilities are available such as restaurant 
and bar. 

White sand or Virgin Beach can be reached 
approximately less than 2 hours from Ngurah Rai 
airport. To get there, we need to go through 
village of Perasi. Or, we can take alternate route 
through Bukit Asah in Bugbug village. Currently 
the  road access in the development process. 

Bukit Asah is also one of the tourist attraction rely 
on its natural beauty. Bukit Asah  is also known for 
its beauty nowadays, where often visited by 
foreign and domestic tourists. The natural beauty 
of the hills very intriguing blend in the beauty of 
the sea and white sand and even more beautiful 
after the rainy season because of a lush green hills.

By: I Gede Enra Putra Paramita
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Bali Island or Island of God, owns coral reef that 
considered rare and assumed to be the only one 
in the world and precisely located in Candidasa. 
The rare coral was first discovered in 2011 by the 
experts and named the coral reef Karang Jepun /
Japan because  the shape is similar to japanese 
flowers, its scientific name is Euphyllia Baliensis.

According to I Wayan Widi, a Guide in one of 
Bambu Divers Dive Resort in Candidasa region 
said, he have seen the identified corals in the 
Candidasa waters  area of Tepekung or around 
Biyaha,  but he did not know the name and the 
types of the coral and consider it as such hard 
corals. Also he  spotted other marine life  such as 
sharks, sunfish, turtles, swit slep, tiger fish, etc..

Candidasa water areas are mostly damaged 
because of the long time coastal cliff bombing in  
candidasa, and sadly it still happened now. The 
criminal bombing act usually happened at night 
around 22:00 pm. Followed up by the water 
police  are fortunately in order in candidasa.

Divers usually the most crowded in the month of 
June until October, and fewer visitors  in January 
until March. If one wants to dive, the diver must 
be accompanied by a guide.  

Source: https://reefbuilders.com/files/2012/09/euphyllia-baliensis.jpg

Karang 
Jepun: 

Rare coral 
in  

Candidasa 
waters 

By: I Gede Agus Ada

The divers should approximately 2 meters away 
from coral reef to avoid further damage to the 
coral by divers. When they found trashes stuck 
on the reef or around it will be directly taken 
and kept in his shirt pocket divers, he said. 

There has been no conservation organizations or 
local government cleaning in candidasa. The 
owner of Dive Resort planned to set up such 
organizations but funding constrained is always 
the issue. 

For conservation efforts depends on the 
framework of Marine Protected Area which is 
still formulated together with Bali Provincial 
government. 

These efforts not only for the management of 
Karang Jepun only but all aspects of marine and 
fisheries there. What is the benefit? With the 
Kaang Jepun, Indonesia has the additional list of 
endemic marine biodiversity different to other 
countries, and give direct impact on tourism 
which is new icon for Karangasem as the only  
habitat for Karang Jepun.
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Many of fishermen and owner of the Fishermen boat in Candidasa, Karangasem swifting to the 
tourism sector. "It has been hard season and we catch little fish for last three months," said a 
fisherman who testified this afternoon that I Wayan Kari and I Nengah Lipet in the Post fishermen in 
the area Candidasa. The shortage of fish led to more than half the fishermen switch livelihood as 
Tour Guide take tourists into Domestic and International for water activities (Snorkeling and Diving).

The transitional livelihood is pretty much good outcome said one of Fishermen I Wayan Kari and I 
Nengah Lipet who lived in the Banjar Samuh, Bugbug, Karangasem. They use their boat everyday to 
transport the tourist  to travel  to sea, the are happy with the result. Compared to the fishing with 
uncertain outcome often lose money in times of  fish shortage nowadays.

Maybe the swifting of this sector, could be the added value of the income to the fishermen around 
Candidasa at this point to survive from fish shortage. As said fishermen around this time of year is 
facing the hardtimes of fish dhortages because of weather and climate factors influence the 
development of fish, and the fish population following the eastward Candidasa current.

Fish Shortage, Candidasa's 
fishermen become tourists guide
By: I Komang Sudiarta
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as a tourist attraction both locally and 
Internationally, of course Bukit Asah will not 
stand still ad do nothing. Moreover, citizens are 
very enthusiastic about the development of 
tourist.

One of the evidence is the road hardening where 
previously muddy and slippery in the rainy 
season. Now the road has been in the process of 
asphalting. 

I Ketut Tada figure is one of the residents of the 
Bukut Asah met at the local checkpoint said the 
project is assistance from the district 
administration. The projects that is being done at 
this time are street paving, asphalting, and make 
drainage / plumbing.

Another story with I Sentek, residents in Bukit 
Asah is also said that with the paving of this road 
is not only to facilitate visitors coming to the 
tourist attraction but also facilitate the 
transportation  of the local residents for 
economic purposes.

Bukit Asah 
Tourism 

Attraction in 
Bugbug village

By: I  Wayan Ginarsa

Bukit Asah Tourist attraction continue to be 
developed not only to show the beauty of nature 
but to be prepared as campsite as a form of 
tourism facilities. Equipment are leased to 
visitors campsite

A steep cliff in the middle of island in a sea (Gili 
kuan) as well as big trees attracts tourists who 
come to visit there. On the other hand, tourism 
one of tourist practitioners I Wayan Ginarsa said 
actually Bukit Asah and panggihan has existed 
since time long time ago "Like a jewel buried, the 
farther we dig will shine during times," he said

If Bulit Asah development conducted with a wise 
and prudent way, it will will bring tremendous 
advantages both from the economic and spiritual 
development. Both of these developments 
should be built in a balanced way in managing 
tourism of Bulit Asah. Avoid excessively nature 
exploitation for the sake of the motherland is 
noble, wise and prudent.

 Bukit Asah view  Bukit Asah Road Access work
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Pada tanggal 14-15 November 2015 dilaksanakan 
pelatihan jurnalisme warga Nyegara Gunung 
2015 “Sinergi Desa dan Pewarta Warga dalam 
Dokumentasi Kawasan Konservasi Perairan Kabu-
paten Karangasem.” Dilaksanakan di Kantor Desa 
Sengkidu, Kecamatan Manggis.

The training was attended by participants from 
the three villages, Sengkidu village, Manggis, and 
Bugbug. This training was conducted in 
cooperation with the Village Sengkidu Sloka 
Institute, Bugbug, Conservation International 
Indonesia, and AJI (Indonesian Journalist 
Association) with the participants of the three 
villages.  The first day was game simulation and 
Marine Protected Area introduction in 
Karangasem. Then the media citizen journalism 
as a citizen introduction and an explanation of 
coral reefs as well as the consequences if they 
damage. 

I was not able to continue training on day one 
because I was sick. I as suffering for ulcer and 
low blood, I feel dizzy and tingly all over. If 
Iam tired they often relapse. So I do not know 
the continuation of the next material.

Candidasa Citizen  
Jurnalism Training 

By: Gus i Made Suadri

The number of participants on the second 
day, November 15, as many as 11 people. 
We were given the subject on writing 
techniques and taking photos with cell phone.  
We were given the the introduction on the 
function and setting of each cellphones own by 
the participants. The basic principals of 
composition on horizontal, vertical,  and 
different point of view depends on the lighting. 
Also expression, focus shooting, frame and key 
messages captured images.
We were taught also how to edit the photos on  
stagram, fotostudio, and more. But we havent  
tried it.

The participants were from various backgrounds 
such as housewife like me, teacher, private 
employees, students, groups of public 
information (KIM), and kelian banjar office. 
We gain so much from the training. From not 
knowing to knowing and we have many friends. 
Even the trainers are very friendly and kind, 
willing to help by time do not understand and 
give an understanding on how to take photos 
and capture good images.  I was very impressed 
by this training and I can get nowledge for free.
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Dusun Pekarangan located in the district of prey 
gis, Karangasem, Bali, exactly in a northern 
village Sengkidu sides. The location is very 
strategic Dusun-sensitive attack to serve as a 
tourist attraction because of the potential of 
natural resources owned.

With so much potential in the hamlet of 
Pekarangan, one of the option to be developed 
is Mount Pucaksari. This place provides an 
amazing atmosphere when we were on top of 
the mountain. Paddy field looks very attractive 
with decorated beautiful terraces.

The southern ocean fish clearly visible and gives 
the spectacular impression for those who come 
to enjoy the beautiful panorama. The new 
facility road access will lead us to the 
mountaintop with a distance about two hours, 
but during the trip we can breathe the fresh air 
that blows from the south coast

Dusun Pekarangan becomes one with 
Pekarangan village where Pura Pucaksari built on  
Mount Pucaksari has that revered by Krama 
Desa Adat Pekarangan. The rituals performed by 
the Village People in the temple of Pekarangan is 
Piodalan Purnama Katiga Pucaksari every year.

By: I Ketut Tawa

For the implementation of rituals, people from 
traditional village bringing the neccesities to the 
mountain and walk for  2 hours to reach the 
Pura Pucaksari. The took some rest along the 
road to the temple village in a predetermined 
location that is  Pos I and Pos II.

Not only the beautiful scenery that we can enjoy 
along the way, but there is also a housing 
development that is still traditionally and the 
pople were always friendly to anyone who 
passed on the trekking route. 

Newly available facilities is roas access, and still 
costs high enough to improve the quality of 
roads. Nevertheless for those who like 
adventure this was very good because they can 
enjoy the panorama with trekking and hiking.

It is not difficult to reach the summit of Mount 
Pucaksari. It took 1,5 hours from Denpasar to 
Karangasem. Before a T-junction in Sengkidu 
Candidasa area, just turn left and walk straight 
north approximately 3.5 Km until you reached 
Pura Desa Adat Puseh Pekarangan. From there 
just to walk up to the summit of Mount 
Pucaksari.

Nyegara Gunung (Ridge to Reef) Pucaksari 
Trekking in Dusun Pekarangan 
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Dusun Pekarangan which layout on the the hills 
and steep rocks influence the type of plants that 
can grow there, plants that can live in this area is  
pandanus trees. Pandan usually live and survive 
on dry land. 

I am a local resident and seeking information yo 
Ketut Wati, a craft woman making Pandan Mat 
which was still last in the Pekarangan. Mother of 
two children born in 1965, admitted that she has 
been making mat since childhood until now.  

She said by doing this job to ngulat (weave) 
pandan, with her husband she is able to fullfil 
the daily needs. Tikeh or mat have been made 
hereditary in her house.

Usually done after cooking or after other home 
jobs done. Every day, she and her husband could 
make tikeh as many as 5 pieces. Price per sheet 
is Rp 13 thousand with a size of about 1.5 x 1 
meter.  

In the Dusun Pekarangan almost all women can 
make tikeh. 

Hand woven Pandan Mat  
craft

By: Kadek Andariasih

For those with no pandan trees because no land 
to plant it, will go to surrounding villages to buy 
pandan. Usually to nearby villages such as 
Tenganan and Manggis.

Ketut Wati claimed to have no tikeh craftsmen 
group, she simply engaged themselves in their 
homes. She recalled once there was a training on 
making bags, slippers, and tikeh kelase, but she 
has the marketing problem. 
That's why she stays making just tikeh because 
its  still marketable

In general ngulat tikeh not only done by the 
housewives but also young girls from 
elementary, junior high, and high school on their 
spare time.  

This activity of mothers and children in our 
village are in order to support family apart from 
husband’s income who worked as traders, 
farmers, workers, and others. "Its not enough 
only relying on weaving the mat, all must work 
to support the family income, "said Wati.
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